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Revised and updated, the Lucado Life Lessons series takes the participant on a journey through the

Bible, book by book. Inquisitive questions, "Keys to the Text" feature, and new material compose

this useful and concise tool from renowned Bible teacher and pastor Max Lucado.
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This has been a great study to use for a group of different maturity levels. Our group is a

combination of new and seasoned believers and open discussions have been very rewarding to the

Christian at any age. The question format also makes it easy for drop-in guests to participate in the

study discussion. Would recommend for use in any small group setting. Just love it.

This is just one of many Inspirational Study Guides written by Max Lucado. After reading/working

through this book I felt confident enough to purchase more of them. If your time in God's word is not

what you would like it to be, then maybe a brief interlude into this book will help get you going. One

of the better points is that the book does not try to push a lot of the authors theology onto you. The

book helps you read through the book of romans, examine a few sections closely (it even gives two

version of the bible), some inspirational stories, as well as question for thought.

This is a great study! I am using it for my Sunday School Class and there is great disscussion and



they are enjoying it. I feel that you can not go wrong with any of Max Lucado's books. They are in

everyday language and you can easily related to them. I am a Lay Pastor student and they help me

with my studies and sermons.

I use these Max Lucado Life Lessons studies in my women's small group. Every Life Lessons study

has 12 lessons, and each lesson has 11 questions. The questions are straight-forward

one-sentence questions -- they don't contain 3 or 4 questions within one question as you find in

some workbooks. This particular study on Romans is somewhat shallow. I don't recommend it for

the Bible student who is seeking an in-depth analysis of the Bible text. But it is good if your primary

aim is a basic understanding of Romans with an emphasis on personal application.

My adult Sunday school class is doing the 2006 edition of this study. As one of the lesson leaders in

the class, I end up buying all the books we study if our church doesn't already have it. It can get

expensive, so I decided to buy the Kindle edition. However, when you're on the  page for the 2006

edition and click "Kindle edition," it takes you to the 1996 edition of the book. I figured it must be the

same (maybe a new cover, updated preface, but largely the same lesson). Well, it's not. While the

passages read each lesson are the same, the questions differ and the inspiration is completely

different. Thus, the other leader and I are essentially teaching from different books. Plus, I use

Kindle on my PC and the format of the book is odd... especially the Bible verses. There are 2

different translations included (NCV and NKJV) and the organization of the two makes it a little

difficult to follow. The NKJV starts before the end of the NCV version, and you have to look for the

remaining verses of the NCV passage. As for the content, it's fine. It's a good study of Romans.

However, after seeing this edition and the 2006 edition, I do like the format and content of the 2006

edition better.

Not meant as an in depth commentary, this is a good book for studying the major themes of the

book of Romans, complete with the ever interesting insights of Max Lucado, and others that he

frequently quotes, as well as passages from the Inspirational Bible. I also like Max's use both the

NKJB and the New Century Bibles for each scripture. There are questions after each chapter, and

also the provision for journaling which is probably more useful with the print version.

Anything Max Lucado is worth buying! This is a "light" study of Romans. Each lesson is easily done

in a week. There is some journaling and reflection involved. Students of the Bible may experience



an overview of Romans, or an in-depth view, depending on how much time you have and where

your level of understanding lies.

Our ladies Bible Study group has done several of these books as a group study and we really have

been blessed by them
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